
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST BETWEEN THEATER AND

In the busy life of the city, people often lack time for fun and relaxation but when they do find time, they often spend it on
entertaining themselves.

Theatrical performance is a communication between live actors and live spectators present together in the
same space. They have many major differences as well. Even so, movies have greater impact on people
because they have a wider audience. People often choose between theatre productions and movies based on
their preferences. Films hire actors under the assumption that they will come to set performance-ready. Facial
Expressions and Body Gestures The biggest difference between acting for stage versus acting for screen is the
location of the audience. There are no past performances to be compared to and the audience has no
preconceived notion of what the characters should look and sound like. Many of the best actors started in the
theatre and made the switch to film and television later in their careers. All films are necessarily made up of a
number of shots joined together and whether the object of the filmmaker has been to mask the traces of this
construction process as in the realistic film aesthetic or whether on the contrary the construction process is
being foregrounded, the shot is an undisguisable presence. I would say that it is the mise en scene that
provides the narration in theatre, that is to say that the play is narrated through its mise en scene. One may
surmise that serious drama will figure more prominently in that palmares than in the current ratings. My
concern is with film and theatre only insofar as they are engaged in presenting fiction, in story telling. In
contrast, film sets are chaotic places packed with specialized, high-paid artists. One form of entertainment is
by watching productions, either on stage or in film. In a theatre, actors and audience are separated by a
distance ranging from a few feet in a small black box to hundreds of feet in a large auditorium. What can be
claimed with some assurance, however, is that the narration in theatre is far more diffuse and less clearly
focalised than in either film or novel. The Swedish film director Vilgot Sjoman makes a revealing comment in
explaining why, as a director, he prefers film to theatre: What I find painful in the theatre is the process of
leaving - I mean the director gradually pulling back, slowly giving over more and more to the actors, until on
opening night you're cut free. In the theatre the micro-segmentation of the performance is signalled essentially
by the actor even though other sign systems may be involved to reinforce this at critical moments. While you
can have many different sets and lighting, you can not use many different locations and angles as cinema can.
Theatre is familiar, larger than life, and lacking in special effects, whereas film has new material, less dramatic
and obvious acting, and can be edited to show anything that is needed. It seems to me that we have to attempt
to identify and articulate the differences between the dramatic modes we now possess, as we now see them,
for they are different even if the boundaries shift and blur, and even though the differences do not remain
constant from period to period. The narrating discourse which is a necessary part of both dramatic and
narrative story telling is more obvious, more unavoidably foregrounded, more focused in film and necessarily
more diffuse in theatre. I can hardly stand this I understand the actors love it. It symbolizes earth, wood,
hearth, home, warmth, comfort. The camera certainly has great power to make the spectator adopt its point of
view: we see what the camera shows at any moment, and we do not see what it does not show. Depending on
the size of the role, you may not receive any direction. This subject is normally not present in the theatre, or
rather it is multiple: every actor is a "moi epique". Film, too, works through performance and imitation to tell a
story, but there are good arguments for seeing it as much as a narrative genre as a dramatic one. If we define
the differences as they appear to us here and now as Nicoll did in the s, Bazin in the s and Susan Sontag in the
s the paradigms of difference will gradually become clear. Venue Theater has stage venues such as in a play
house, whereas films are played anywhere with a screen or projector. They are presented live therefore, they
cannot be edited. Stage vs.


